DOGGIE BOW TIE COLLAR Designed by Linda Turner Griepentrog
PO BOX 472147, CHARLOTTE, NC 28247 USA

SEWING I SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER

Featuring Coats & Clark Dual Duty XP® All-purpose Thread
Add a little holiday pizzazz to your best buddy’s leash and collar.
Whether it’s a party or just a daily walk, your pet is sure to appreciate
the extra fashion statement. P.S. Works for kitties as well. Make a
coordinating Holiday Dog Leash.
MEASUREMENTS
Finished size: Custom
CUTTING
WOF = Width of Fabric
From contrast fabric, cut:
(1) strip, 4 ½" x 12" (11.43cm
x 30.48cm)
From collar fabric, cut:
(1) strip, 1 ½" (3.81cm) x WOF
Seam allowances are ¼" (.64cm).
MATERIALS

Coats & Clark Dual Duty XP® All-purpose Thread
Collar in your pet’s size, made from 1" (2.54cm)-wide webbing
1⁄8 yd (11.43cm) contrast print fabric, for bow
1⁄8 yd (11.43cm) holiday print fabric, for collar
Holiday button, 1" (2.54cm)
Hand-sewing needle
Edgestitching foot (optional)
Note: The featured collar is made for a medium to large dog. Scale pieces
accordingly for a smaller or larger pet.
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ASSEMBLE THE COLLAR
1. Press under ¼" (.64cm) on each
long edge of the fabric strip.
2. Pin the strip to the webbing,
sliding any buckles, rings or
sliders out of the way as needed
to thread the fabric along the
webbing.
3. Hand-stitch the fabric strip
edges to the webbing.

MAKE THE BOW
4. Sew the short ends of the strip
together and press the seam
open.
5. Fold the strip right sides
together, centering the seam.
Stitch both edges of the strip,
leaving an opening in one side
for turning.
6. Turn the strip right side out and
press the edges. Hand-stitch the
opening closed.
7. Using a scrap of collar fabric, cut
a short strip, press under the
edges, and wrap the bow center
tightly. Hand-stitch the center in
place on the bow underside.
8. Sew the button to the bow
center.
9. Adjust the collar to fit your pet,
then mark the collar center
opposite the buckle closure.
10. Hand-stitch the bow to the
collar center point.
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